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Abstract

Video compression has received a very large amount of interest over past decades. One of the 

key aspects of video compression is predictive coding which consists of motion estimation and 

motion compensation; however, current estimation and compensation techniques are not robust 

against the artifacts of blurring in video frames. We show that when blurring appears in video 

frames, the number of non-matched blocks in the block-matching technique, which is essential to 

today's video coding standards is decreased by an average of 20.29%, due to the fact that a large 

number of the blocks which are corrupted by blur degradation can no longer be matched with the 

non-blurred reference blocks; which decreases the compression ratio of the video as the non

matched blocks need to be intra-coded. We also show that blur degradation interferes with the 

current motion compensation techniques due to the corruption of the predicted blocks by the 

blurring artifacts. In this case, we introduce a blur compensation method, this method detects the 

type of blur degradation (focal or motion blur), the metrics of the degradation, and introduces 

compensation methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We can consider a video as a sequence of frames ordered in time. Some typical frame-rates for 

videos are 29.97fps and 25fjps which are the common frame-rates for television and 24fps for 

cinema which are sufficient frame rates for the human vision. Another characteristic of a video 

sequence is the resolution of the frames which determines the number of pixels in the frame.

The size of a video sequence can be very large. As an example, a 60 minute long video with the 

frame rate of 25 fps, resolution of 4096 x 2160 pixels (2K resolution) and 24 bits/pixel color 

depth would require 19.1 Terabits of storage; also, transmitting this large amount of data would 

be very slow and inefficient; therefore, it is necessary to compress the video to reduce the bit- 

rate. Video compression plays a big role in today’s modem life and advances in multimedia; 

without compression, storing and transmitting video sequences would be very difficult.

Years of study on video coding has resulted in many advancements including the evolution from 

the early video coding standard, MPEG [49] through several iterations, to the more recent and



superior H.264/AVC [29]. Currently, H.264/AVC has improved video coding in both 

compression efficiency and flexibility of use compared to older standards such as MPEG-2 [20],

H.263 [50, 51], etc. The H.264/AVC standard features translational block-based motion 

compensation, adjustable quantization, zigzag pattern arrangement and the run-length 

coding. It also features context-based arithmetic coding which is an efficient entropy coding 

scheme. H.264/AVC was designed based on conventional block-based video coding used in 

previous standards with some important differences which include [28, 29]: 

o Enhanced motion-prediction capability 

o Use of small block-size exact-match transform 

o Adaptive in-loop deblocking filter 

o Enhanced entropy coding methods 

The emerging next generation video compression standard, HEVC (high efficiency video 

coding) is the successor to H.264/AVC. The HEVC standard aims to increase the compression 

efficiency by 50% compared to H.264/AVC with the same level of perceptual quality [30]. 

HEVC is also a block-based scheme which allows for larger block sizes which are suitable for 

smooth areas as well as smaller and more flexible block sizes which are suitable for detailed 

areas of the frame with high amounts of texture. Similar to H.264, HEVC uses block-based 

predictive coding but is more flexible in block size modes [26].

In general, most of video compression generally consists of three key components: 

o Perceptual coding 

o Entropy coding 

o Predictive coding
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Perceptual coding and Entropy coding are intra-coding techniques while predictive coding is an 

inter-coding technique. Techniques employed in perceptual coding and entropy coding are 

generally shared with the techniques used in image compression.

1.1 Perceptual Coding

Perceptual coding is based on removing the elements which have less significance to the 

observer’s perception. For example, our visual system is less sensitive to higher frequencies; 

therefore, such components can be removed with little impact on the quality which is perceived 

by human vision. This is a lossy operation, since some information is lost and an exact pixel 

match of the original frame cannot be obtained from the compressed frame.

The amount of the data removed using any perceptual coding technique would depend on the 

application. In applications where very little detail is needed, more data can be removed; 

therefore, there is a compromise between the compression ratio and the perceptual visual quality, 

for example the sharpness of the image or the resolution.

In a common DCT based image compression scheme, the image is divided into smaller blocks 

such as 8x8 blocks. Each block is then transformed to frequency domain using the DCT 

transform. DCT transform is widely employed in image and video compression; unlike the 

Fourier transform it does not produce an imaginary part which makes it faster than the Fourier 

transform. Higher frequency components are then removed using the quantization process [25],
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1.2 Entropy Coding

Entropy is a measure of uncertainty in a random set of data. Entropy coding is based on 

assigning shorter codewords to symbols which are more likely to occur. Entropy compression is 

a lossless operation, meaning that no information is lost and the original values can be 

reproduced from the compressed bit stream. Two of the well-known entropy coding schemes 

used in video coding are Huffman coding and arithmetic coding.

After applying the zigzag pattern [27], predefined tables are used to assign binary codewords 

based on the amplitude of every component and the run-length of zeros preceding it (for AC 

components). Codewords of the tables are set in a way that shorter codewords are assigned to 

values which have higher probabilities of occurrence.

1.3 Predictive Coding in Video Compression

By using the perceptual coding and entropy coding, video frames are compressed independently 

and can be considered no different to images in this case; however, in a video sequence, the 

contents of frames are not necessarily independent and in many cases, the contents of frames 

(especially consecutive frames) are dependent; therefore, videos can be further compressed by 

taking advantage of these dependencies between frames through the process of predictive 

coding. A common predictive coding [17] scheme consists of two units 

: motion estimation and motion compensation [1],

Motion estimation basically determines the matching elements between the frames. For 

example, these elements can be the pixel values in a block. Figure 1.1 shows an example of 

the similarities between two frames in a video sequence; four matching blocks between the
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frames are displayed which have similar pixel values. Motion estimation and compensation 

can be performed on both previous and future frames. The transfer functions, which transfer 

these elements from one frame to another are also determined during the motion estimation 

process. In the simple case of a translational transfer function between the two blocks, the 

transfer function is referred to as a motion vector. A motion vector is the displacement in the 

x and y axes. The H.264/AVC and HEVC are block-based and employ the motion vectors 

between the blocks.

Figure 1.1: Matching blocks o f two frames in a video sequence are shown with red squares'.

By using the motion compensation process, instead of storing or transmitting the redundant 

data for every frame, the data is stored/transmitted only once (reference block). The 

matching data (predicted block) is then reconstructed in other frames with the knowledge of 

the transfer function (commonly motion vector). Commonly, a copy of the decoder is used 

in the encoder side which is used to calculate the residual error between the predicted bock 

and the reconstructed block. The residual error is stored or transmitted to the receiver after

1 Images taken from "2012" the movie, 2009, Centropolis Entertainment (as Centropolis), Columbia Pictures (presents). The 
Mark Gordon Company, Farewell Productions, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
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being perceptual and entropy coded; therefore, the information transmitted to the receiver 

regarding predictive coding consists of: 

o Reference blocks 

o Transfer functions 

o Residual errors

On the decoder side, after the predicted blocks are reconstructed from the reference blocks, 

the residual errors are added to obtain the matching block. The important key in predictive 

coding is to identify well matching blocks in a way that the residual error is small. If  the 

residual error is large, predictive coding would be inefficient and ineffective since the 

amount of data needed to encode the residual error would be very large. The 

encoder/decoder system employed in MPEG video standard is shown in Figure 1.2.

1.4 Effects of Blur Artifacts on Video Compression

Commonly, blur is seen as an undesirable artifact or corruption in imaging and many researches 

deal with the removal of the blurring effect (deblurring); however, in general, blur is a natural 

effect which also exists in the human vision system [31]. In animations and computer generated 

videos, blur is artificially added to enhance the visual experience.

As explained in the previous sections, predictive coding which consists o f motion estimation 

and motion compensation is essential to today’s video compression technology; however, 

presence of blur in a video sequence tremendously interferes with both motion estimation and 

motion compensation.
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Figure 1.2: Encoder/decoder system used in the MPEG video standard, 

(a) Encoder, (b) Decoder.
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Commonly In literature, the performances of motion estimation algorithms are not evaluated for 

scenarios in which one of the frames/blocks is non-blurred and the other one is blurred, or they 

are both blurred but with different blurring extents. We discovered that the block-matching 

technique [32], which is widely used in current video standards such as H.264, is not resilient 

against blur degradation in the explained scenarios. We applied blur to frames of video 

sequences and the number of matched blocks between the blurred frames and the non-blurred 

frames was decreased by an average of 20.29%. We also discovered that the phase correlation 

technique which is very resilient to noise is fragile in the presence of blur degradation; however, 

the more apparent and severe effect of blur is observed in motion compensation. Even in the case 

that motion estimation performs well and matching blocks are detected, motion compensation 

would be greatly affected. When the camera or the objects inside the frame start to move, non- 

blurred blocks (before the motion starts) are changed into blurred blocks due to the motion; 

therefore, the blurred blocks in the first few frames no longer match the non-blurred reference 

blocks until the motion becomes steady and consecutive frames are blurred in the same way. 

This is also true when the motion stops and blurred blocks are changed into non-blurred blocks; 

also when objects go into and out of focus, blocks in consecutive frames no longer match. This 

increases the residual error between the reference block and the blurred block since the PSNR 

between them is very low. Such low PSNRs are not satisfactory for motion compensation since 

the bit-rate required to store or transmit the residual effect is increased to the point that predictive 

compensation is ineffective; therefore, current video compression techniques are much less 

effective in the scenarios affected by blur degradation. An example of this effect is shown in 

Figure 1.3. The predicted block is corrupted and its pixel values no longer match the pixel values 

of the reference block.



Figure 1.3: Effect o f blur degradation on motion compensation.2 

(a) Reference frame and reference block, (b) Predicted block corrupted by blurring.

1.5 Motivation and Problem Description

The main goal of this thesis is to present a solution for the inefficiency of current video 

compression systems in the described scenarios of blur degradation by introducing a novel blur 

compensation technique. The idea is to manipulate the reference block which is not blurred (or 

blurred with smaller extent) in a way that would make it similar to the predicted block which is 

degraded by blur artifacts. This blur compensation process would decrease the residual error 

between the blurred block and the manipulated reference block and therefore, the bit-rate would 

be decreased.

2
Images taken from "2012" the movie, 2009, Centropolis Entertainment (as Centropolis), Columbia Pictures (presents), The 

Mark Gordon Company, Farewell Productions, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
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Compensation of blur raises several challenges. There are various types of blur with diverse 

characteristics, such as blur corruptions caused by motion and blurs caused by objects being out 

of the focus of the camera. Furthermore, there are several types of motion which include 

rotational, translational, scaling and zooming which result in diverse effects of motion blur.

This thesis involves four major components:

1. Detection of areas affected by blur, commonly referred to in the literature as blur 

detection. This also involves determining the type of blur. For example motion blur 

against out-of-focus blur also referred to as focal blur.

2. Identifying the metrics of blur usually referred to as blur identification. For example, in a 

case of linear and translational motion blur, the goal of blur identification is to determine 

the angle and length of the blur. Blur identification is mainly considered as a step to 

provide information for image de-blurring. In this research however, this information is 

used for blur generation.

3. Blur generation or reconstruction, also referred to as blur simulation. Blur generation is 

vital to compensating the blur. Research in blur generation is mainly done in the field of 

3D graphics. This thesis required the investigation of artificially generated blur compared 

against non-artificial blur.

4. Encoding the supplementary information acquired from previous steps and analyzing the 

results.

In this research, the goal was not only improving the compression bit-rate, but to thoroughly 

investigate the effects o f blur in video sequences. The findings o f this research would be 

valuable in various applications including image registration, image deblurring and blur 

generation.



1.6 Contributions o f This Research

Different contributions are proposed in this research in order to achieve the desired 

objectives:

a. A novel blur compensation scheme. We developed on a distinctive idea of blur 

compensation which consists of identifying the characteristics of the blur in the blurred 

blocks and manipulating the non-blurred blocks to make them similar to the blurred 

blocks. The goal is to reduce the residual error between the blurred and non-blurred 

blocks in order to make motion compensation more efficient in the presence of blur.

b. Phase correlation based motion estimation in blurred frames. Phase correlation is a 

strong tool in motion estimation; however, it is not resilient to the effects of blur on 

frames. We modified the phase correlation scheme in order to make it suitable for motion 

estimation in the presence of blur.

c. Investigation of blur generation and current blurring models used in literature in 

comparison to natural blur with application in video coding. Blur models are mainly 

used with the purpose of removing blur as a corruptive effect in imagery. They are also 

used to recreate blur as a visual effect; however, the similarity of natural blur and 

artificial blur in terms of actual pixels values and PSNR has not been widely investigated. 

The nature of this research required us to investigate this matter. We worked on ways to 

improve the PSNR between natural blur and artificial blur.
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d. Improvement in the accuracy of the estimation of the angle of motion blur from a 

single image. Blur identification deals with identifying the blur metrics. We made an 

improvement in techniques used to obtain the angle of motion blur from a single image.

e. A novel blur-type detection technique. There are two basic types of blur; motion blur 

and out-of-focus blur. These two types have distinguishable effects on the frame in the 

spectrum domain. We developed a DCT based blur type detection technique which 

identifies an out-of-focus blurred frame/block from a motion blurred frame/block.

1.7 Organization of the Thesis

The present document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a review on current 

motion estimation techniques. Chapter 3 discusses various aspects o f blur analysis in the 

literature. Chapter 4 introduces a novel blur compensation algorithm. Chapter 5 presents the 

experimental results of the proposed algorithms. Chapter 7 concludes the document and 

discusses potential directions for future research.

12



Chapter 2

Literature Review: Motion Estimation

Motion estimation is the estimation of the displacement between the elements of two or more 

frames. This displacement can be reflected as a motion vector. Following is a review on motion 

estimation techniques.

There are various approaches to estimation of the motion between frames. These methods can be 

classified in different ways; Following is a general classification of main motion estimation and 

optical flow methods (optical flow is generally used to track the motion of objects in space with 

application in machine vision):

o Feature/Region matching methods 

o Block matching 

o Frequency based methods 

o Phase correlation 

o Spatiotemporal gradient based methods used in optical flow

13



Block matching is one of the well-known and popular methods of motion estimation and is vital 

to today’s video coding technologies. Hundreds of block matching algorithms have been 

proposed during the past two decades. The good performance in terms of compression ratio and 

simplicity of block matching has made it more suitable for adaptation in video compression 

standards [32].

Full search block matching is a robust and widely used method for motion estimation but it is 

very computationally expensive; therefore, various methods have been proposed for more 

efficient block matching including various search patterns and the hierarchical block matching 

which is based on the multi-resolution representation of the frame.

Another popular technique for motion estimation is phase correlation. Phase correlation offers 

robust and computationally less expensive motion estimation compared to full search block 

matching. Phase correlation can be used for both local and global motion estimation.

One of the advantages of phase correlation over block matching is that phase correlation can be 

performed on the whole frame at once and describe the motion in a single motion vector, 

although it can be used for local motion estimation as well. This makes phase correlation very 

suitable for global motion estimation and also local motion estimation. Global motion estimation 

is essentially the estimation of the camera movement independently from the motion of objects 

inside the frame. In case of global motion estimation, phase correlation is more resilient to local 

motions comparied to regular block matching. This is because in phase correlation the global 

motion can be reflected as the largest correlation pick.

Great resistance to noise is also one of the big advantages of phase correlation. This makes phase 

correlation a very suitable technique for noisy frames which is common in satellite and medical 

images.
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Feature/Region matching techniques are the most popular motion estimation techniques in 

video coding. Among these techniques, block matching and phase correlation are employed 

in this project. Following is a review on these methods.

2.1 Block Matching Motion Estimation

Block matching is one of the block-based motion estimation techniques. In this technique, 

the frame is divided into blocks, and then each block in the present frame (reference block) 

is compared against blocks located in past and/or future frames inside a search area (target 

blocks). The target block which is the best match and its displacement from the reference 

block are identified and used in motion compensation [4]. The process o f block matching is 

shown in Figure 2.1.

Reference frame Target frame

Motion vector

Search window
Matched macroblock

I T

Reference macroblock

Figure 2.1: Principle o f block matching.



Similarity between the target blocks and reference blocks are assessed using a block 

distortion measure (BDM) [5]. Different methods are used to measure the BDM. Among 

them are:

• Sum of absolute differences (SAD)

• Mean Squared Error (MSE)

• Mean absolute difference (MAD)

• Sum of squared errors

• Sum of absolute transformed differences

SAD, MAD and MSE are among the most popular and widely used methods in block

matching.

MSE is defined as:

and K(i , j )  are the pixels values of the two frames/blocks, located in the location of (i,y). 

MAD is defined as:

m—1 n -1

(2.1)
i=0 7=0

The number of pixels in the x and y  dimensions are shown by m  and n  respectively. I(i, jr)

m—1 n -1
1

MAD = ---- (2.2)
m n

i=0 ;'=0

In which |/ ( i , ; )  — K(i , j )  \ is the absolute value of I{i , j )  —
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A widely used measure o f the similarity between the blocks is peak signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR) which is calculated as:

The maximum pixel value of the frame is shown by MAX,.

Full search (FS) is the most simple block matching algorithm. In this method, a rectangular 

search area around the target block is assumed, and the target block is compared against

better matching blocks but it would also increase the computation load.

Although the FS achieves the best results compared to other search patterns o f block 

matching in terms of PSNR and compression ratio, the algorithm is very computationally 

expensive since all the candidate blocks inside the search area are compared against the 

reference block. The followings are some of the search patterns that have been proposed to 

lower the computational cost of FS: 

o Three step search (TSS) 

o Four Step Search (FSS) 

o Diamond Search (DS) 

o Hexagon-based Search Algorithm (HEXBS)

These algorithms increase the speed of block matching by analyzing the BDM a smaller 

number of candidate blocks. In other words these algorithms compromise between the BDM

PSNR =  10 * log10 (2.3)

every candidate block located inside the search area. Larger search area might result in
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Figure 2.2: Block matching search algorithms.

(a) Three step search pattern, (b) Four step search pattern, (c) Hexagon based search pattern,

(d) Diamond search pattern.
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and computational cost. These search patterns are shown in Figure 2.2. For example in the 

diamond search, candidate blocks form a diamond shape.

In this thesis, FS block matching is employed in order to assess the performance of the 

proposed blur compensation method and the performance of block matching in blurred 

scenarios in terms of the number of matched blocks.

2.2 Motion Estimation by Phase Correlation

Phase correlation is based on the shift property of the Fourier transform. If a function is shifted 

in space domain, this shift appears as an exponential function in the spectrum domain:

/k + ife y )  =  fk(x -  dx, y  -  dy) (2.4)

And:

Fk(u, v ) = Fk+1(u, v). exp[j2n(udx +  v dy)] (2-5)

When fk is the k'th frame in the sequence and f k+1 is the following frame. Fk(u,v)  is the 

Fourier transform of the function in the spectrum domain.

The continuous 2D Fourier transform is defined as:

p 00 /. 00

F(u,v) = I I f (x , y )exp(—j2n(ux  + vy) )dxdy  (2.6)
*'—00 *' — 00
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When u and v  are the coordinates in the spectral domain, m  and n indicate the size of the input 

image.

The discrete 2D Fourier transform on the scope of a finite and rectangular image is defined as:

m- 1 n - 1

F[u,v] =  I S  f{x,  y] exp( - j2n(ux  +  vy) )  (2.7)
x = 0  y = 0

The number of pixels in the x and y directions are shown by m and n respectively.

The cross correlation between two functions is defined as:

Ck,k+1 = fk+i(x,y)  * f k( -x ,  - y )  (2 .8 )

When * is the convolution operator. This cross correlation can be taken into the spectrum domain

using the Fourier transform as follows:

Ck.k+i = Fk+1(M,v)Fk\ u , v )  (2.9)

When Fk*(u, v) is the complex conjugate of Fk(u, v),  defined as:

(A.eje)* = A . e ~ ’e (2.10)

2 0



To eliminate the effects of the luminance variations, the cross correlation is normalized as 

follows:

N Fk+1(u,v)Fk\ u , v )

(2 -n )

When \Fk+1(u,v)Fk*(u,v)| shows the magnitude and Ckk+1(norm)  is the normalized form 

of Ck k+1. The above equation gives the phase of the cross correlation. Now assuming that the 

second frame is the shifted frame, we would have:

But:

Fk+i(u, v)Fk+1(u, v)  exp ( j2n(udx +  vdy))
Ck,k+i(norm) =  ---------------------------------     - t t  (2.12)

\Fk+1(u,v)Fk+1(u,v)  exp [ j2n{udx + v dy JJ

|exp ( j2n{udx + v dy f j  \ =  1 (2.13)

And:

\Fk+i (u, v)Fk+1 (u, v) | = Fk+1(u,v)Fk+1(u,v)  (2.14)

Ck,k+i(noTm) =  <p(Ck,k+1) =  exp (~j2n(udx +  vdy) )  (2.15)

c*,fc+i(*.y) = 8 ( x - d x, y - d y )  (2.16)
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Figure 2.3: Basic Phase correlation.3 

(a) Reference frame, (b) shifted frame, (c) Peak shows the displacement in the x and y direction.

3 Images taken from "2012" the movie, 2009, Centropolis Entertainment (as Centropolis), Columbia Pictures (presents). The 
Mark Gordon Company, Farewell Productions, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
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Then we would have:

Cfc,fc+i(norm) = <p(Ckk+1) =  exp ( - j 2 n { u d x +  vdyf j  (2.15)

Now using the inverse Fourier transform we would have:

c*.fc+i(*,y) = s ix - d x, y ~  dy ) (2.16)

This Dirac delta function appears as a peak. Location of this peak corresponds to the 

displacement. Figure 2.3 shows two example frames and the peak resulted from phase correlation 

which shows the motion between the two frames.

Phase correlation can be used both globally and locally. In the case of local phase correlation, 

phase correlation is performed on patches of the frames. The smaller the size of the patch gets, 

the less accurate the result of the phase correlation would become. This is because there are 

fewer samples and less information in the spectral domain to calculate the accurate motion. One 

way to improve the phase correlation in smaller patches is to pad the frame with zeros to increase 

the size of the frame in the spectral domain. We have evaluated phase correlation using various 

sizes and based on our data we used the minimum size of 64x64 pixels for the phase correlation 

operations in our research.
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Phase correlation is mainly used to detect translational motion; however, it can also be modified 

to detect rotational movements and scale changes [22].

If the frame is mapped into polar coordinates, rotation would appear as a translational 

displacement.

f k+i (p ,e)  = f k(P, e - d g )  (2.17)

And:

Fk(u,v) = Fk+1(u,v).  exp\j2n(u + vd e)] (2.18)

Finally we would have:

Cfe,fc+i (x,y)  = S ( x , y -  d 9) (2.19)

When p and 6 are the polar coordinates. As a result, by simply mapping the frame into the polar 

coordinate, performing the phase correlation would determine the change in 9 as if it represents a 

translational displacement.

Phase correlation can also be modified to detect the changes in scale by mapping the frame into 

the logarithmic coordinate. Suppose that f k+1 is the scaled version of fk, and the scaling factors 

in the x and y  coordinates are (A, B).

fk+i(x,y) =  f k{Ax, By)  (2.20)
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Then in the Fourier domain we would have:

1 fU V \

F̂ lu’v ) = W \ Fk{-A’B)

But according to the properties of logarithm we have:

log(a *b)  =  log(a) + log(h)

As a result, in a logarithmic coordinate we would have:

/fc+i(log0 0  < log(y)) =  /fc(logU) + log(x) ,log(fi) +  log(y))

This is now the matter of finding the translational displacement. Finally we would have:

ck,k+1Cx,y) =  S(x + log(^4), y  +  log(fi))

We see that the scaling factors can be obtained from the location of the peak.

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review: Blur Analysis

Research on the subject o f blur analysis generally consists of the topics of de-blurring [35, 

36, 37 and 38], blur simulation [22, 33, 34, and 7], blur detection [11, 39 and 40] and blur 

identification [41, 42 and 43]. The most common topic of blur analysis is image de-blurring, 

while blur detection and blur identification are also mainly used for the purpose of de

blurring. This chapter is a review on some aspects of these topics in blur analysis.

3.1 Motion Blur

Motion blur is considered as a cause of image degradation. Motion blur is caused by the 

relative motion between the camera and the captured scene which results in the reduction of 

the image sharpness [6]. Motion blur is formed when in the time in which the camera shutter 

is open, the camera is not still relative to the scene being captured and light is integrated in 

the direction of motion. An example of an image degraded by motion blur is shown in 

Figure 3.1.
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The captured blur would differ depending on many variables including the camera sensor, 

shutter speed and the camera lens. Longer shutter speed would result in more degradation 

and lower shutter speed would result in smaller degradation of image. In the ideal case of a 

shutter with an infinite shutter speed, no amount o f motion blur would occur.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Motion blur degradation.

(a) Sharp image, (b) Image degraded by motion blur.

In animations, motion blur is purposely added to improve the visual experience [23, 33, and 

34]. This is due to the fact that the human vision is sensitive to blurring and added blur 

makes animations more similar to real life scenarios. Lack of blur in animations causes 

unpleasant perceptual effects such as double objects referred to as the doubling effect [7].
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In general blur degradation is modeled as:

g ( x , y ) =  d( x ,y )  * f ( x , y )  + n ( x , y )  (3.1)

When f ( x , y )  is the original image, g { x , y ) is the blurred image, d ( x , y ) is the blur PSF or 

blur kernel and n ( x , y ) is the noise which corrupts the image during blur degradation.

In literature, a translational, linear and space-invariant motion blur [8] is modeled as:

d (x , y , l , e )  =  \ l  V*2 + y 2 4  “" ^  = -tan(0) (3-2)
0 otherwise

When I is the length of the blur and 9 is the angle. The discrete function is estimated as 

follows for the case of 9 =  0 .

d[m,n; 1,9 =  0]

m =  0 , |n | <  f lo or  ( “ 2 “ )

/£ —1 \ \  , , / f - l \  (3-3)
(1 -  1) -  2 * f loo r  (—— J j m  =  0 , |n | =  f l o o r  J

otherwise

For motion blur in other angles, the filter is rotated to the specific angle by applying the 

following rotation matrix.

r 1
I
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cos#  s in 0 
— sin 6 cos Q

(3.4)

The blur model is also referred to as the point spread function (PSF), since in a blurred 

image instead of a single intensity point, the point is recorded by the camera as a spread-out 

intensity pattern; however, in reality, motion blur cannot be modeled using the simple PSF 

shown in Equation (3.2) since motion blur in its nature is not space-invariant, meaning that, 

the image is not affected by the motion blur the same way in every point in space. Modeling 

a space-variant motion blur is still a largely unsolved problem; furthermore, motion blur can 

be non-linear, rotational or due to scale change. How these more complex types of motion 

blur affect this project shall be discussed in future chapters.

In this project, the effect of space-variant blur was disregarded due to the local nature our 

system. As a result, determining a global model for the whole frame was unnecessary at this 

stage; also, the focus was mostly on linear motion and other types o f blur are discussed as 

directions for future research.

3.1.1 Effects of Camera Shutter on Blur Formation

Shutter is a device which controls the exposure of the camera film or electronic sensor to 

light. The shutter speed determines the exposure time between the time the shutter is open 

until it’s closed. It is common to confuse shutter speed and frame rate when speaking of 

motion blur formation. Frame rate is defined as the number o f frames per second; however 

as described before, shutter speed determines for what amount of time each frame is 

exposed to light from the time the shutter is opened to the time it is closed. Frame rate and
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shutter speed of a video camera can be changed independently from one another. Figure 3.2 

shows how a video with a constant frame rate can be recorded by different shutter speeds 

[13].

o 1/100
<L■y

1/50
2
3JSC/5 1/25

25 fram es at 25 I PS = I second

Figure 3.2: Demonstration o f various shutter speeds with constant frame rate.

This is significant in the study of motion blur formation since it shows that two similar 

cameras with equal frame rate and different shutter speeds would record different amounts 

of the motion blue affect. In other words, the extent of the motion blur depends on the 

shutter speed and not the frame rate. Also frames with the same distance of motion can have 

different amount of blurring depending on the shutter speed; therefore, knowledge of the 

motion vector is not sufficient to estimate the blur length.

3.2 Out-of-focus Blur

If the camera lens is not properly focused, any single intensity point would project into a 

larger circular area and the image would be degraded [9]; this is referred to as out-of-focus 

blur or focal blur. An example o f an image degraded by out-of-focus blur is shown in Figure
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3.3. The degradation would depend on several elements including the aperture size o f the 

camera lens, the aperture shape, and the distance between camera and the object.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: A sharp image degraded by out-of-focus blur, 

(a) Sharp image, (b) Image degraded by out-of-focus blur.

If the considered wavelengths are relatively small comparied to the degree to which the 

image is defocused, the PSF can be modeled by a uniform intensity distribution [8]:

d( x , y ; r )  =  \ n r 2 

0

yfx2 + y 2 < r 2 

otherwise

(3.5)

When r  is the radius of the PSF. The discrete estimation would be:

d[m,n;r]  =
fl
k

10

y m 2 +  n 2 < r 2 

otherwise

(3.6)
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This function is also referred to as the Pillbox function which is shown in Figure 3.4. Since 

during the blurring process no energy is observed or generated, k is calculated so that:

M—1 N-1

V V d [ m , n ]  =  l  (3.7)
m = 0  n = 0

M and N are the number of samples in the m  and n  directions respectively.

Figure 3.4: The Pillbox model.
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Another popular out-of-focus blur model is the Gaussian function which is shown in Figure 

3.5 and is modeled as:

(3.8)

(3.9)

d[m, n;r] =  k * exp ^  ^  (3.10)

k is calculated based on the same premises explained before.

Similar to motion blur, in reality, out-of-focus blur is not space-invariant. How this fact 

would affect blur compensation shall be explained in future chapters. Figure 3.6 shows an 

image blurred by the Pillbox and Out-of-focus models.

3.3 Detection of Blur Degradation

Detection of blur includes detection of the presence of blur degradation, and detection of the 

blur type including the motion blur, out-of-focus blur, rotational blur, and non-linear blur.

d ( x , y ; r )  =  k *  exp

With the same premise described for the Equation (3.7), k is calculated so that:

00 00

J  j  d{x ,y )  d x d y  =  1
— 0 0  — o o

Similarly, for the case o f a discrete image we have:
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o 0

Figure 3.5: The Gaussian model for blur PSF

Motion blur and out-of-focus blur are the two main types of blur; also, it is important to 

detect the smooth areas o f the frame. This is due to the reason that these areas are less 

affected by the blur degradation and do not reflect the characteristics o f the blur degradation 

as well as the areas with high textures; therefore, using these areas for blur analysis is not 

reliable and results in erroneous data. Figure 3.7 shows the process o f blur detection.

3.3.1 Separating the Blurred Blocks from Smooth Blocks

First challenge in detecting the presence of blur is to distinguish between a smooth 

image/block and a blurred image/block. In general, blur acts similar to a low pass filter by
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removing the high frequency components and results in lower frequency components with 

larger amplitudes.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: An image is degraded by the Gaussian model and the Pillbox model of blur PSF. The

two models are very similar perceptually.

(a) Degraded by the Pillbox model, (b) Degraded by the Gaussian model.

This makes the properties of a blurred image very similar to the properties of a smooth 

image; therefore, differentiating between the two is still a largely unsolved and unaddressed 

problem in blur analysis.

We first encountered the problem during our experiments on the identification of motion

blur parameters which would be described in future sections. Attempting to identify the blur

parameters in smooth areas would result in erroneous data.
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Figure 3.7: Process o f blur detection

The problem is also reported in [10] which resulted in erroneous data in their experiments 

with blur type detection, a solution was proposed in [11] which is an algorithm based on the 

standard deviation of the image. Standard deviation is calculated as:

a = -JEKX -  fi)2] = V W 2] -  (EM )2 (3.11)

When X is a random variable with mean value of fi.

E[X] =  fi (3.12)

It is proposed that smooth images have lower values o f standard deviation; therefore, images 

with standard deviations higher than a threshold are marked as sharp and textured while 

images with values lower than the threshold are marked as smooth images; however, it is 

assumed that blurred images would result in larger standard deviation values compared to

smooth images. This is not a strong argument since blurring behaves similar to a low pass

filter and reduces the deviation in the image; therefore, high amounts o f blur degradation
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would decrease the standard deviation value to the point that it is undistinguishable from the 

standard deviation of a smooth image.

3.3.2 Separating Blurred Blocks from Non-blurred Blocks

Many blur detection algorithms are based on the fact that blurring reduces the sharpness of 

the edges in an image. A wavelet based algorithm to detect blurred images is proposed in 

[46]. The proposed algorithm uses the Harr wavelet transform to decompose an image into 

hierarchical levels with different scales. A wavelet pattern with one level is shown in Figure 

3.9. The wavelet transform can be used to measure the type and sharpness of the edges. 

Edges identifiable by wavelet transform are shown in Figure 3.8. It is proposed that blurred 

images would have a large number of edges with Gstep-Structure and Roof-structure and a 

small number of edges with Dirac-structure and Astep-structure; therefore, the blurriness of 

the image is measured based on the ratio o f Gstep-structure and Roof-structure edges to the 

Astep-structure and Dirac-structure. The extent o f blur was measured based on the slope of 

the Gstep-structure and Roof-structure presented in Figure 3.8 as t.

(b) (d)(a) (c)

Figure 3.8: The four types o f edges in an image 

(a) Dirac-structure, (b) Roof-structure, (c) Astep-structure, (d) Gstep-structure
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Figure 3.9: The decomposition process used in wavelet. HH represents finer detail and LL

represents coarser detail.

In [12] an edge-based blur detection method based on standard deviation in spatial domain is 

proposed. In this algorithm, the standard deviation of each pixel and its neighboring pixels is 

calculated, resulting in a standard deviation map (as we refer to), and areas with low values of 

standard deviation are marked as motion blurred areas. Since blur acts similar to a low frequency 

filter, it would make the edges smoother than what they should be without the blur degradation; 

therefore, blurred areas would have lower deviations in spatial pixel values. Standard deviation 

maps of two images are shown in Figure 3.10. The blurred image is degraded by natural out-of

focus blur and it is seen that it results in lower values in the standard deviation map compared to 

the sharp image. The total sum of values in the standard deviation map is calculated and
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(C) (d)

F igure 3.10: Two images and their corresponding variance maps.

(a) Sharp image, (b) Image degraded by natural out-of-focus blur, (c) Variance map o f  the sharp

image, (d) Variance map o f  the blurred image

compared against a threshold; however, smooth images would result in a small value similar to 

blurred images; therefore, in this algorithm, to eliminate the smooth areas from blur detection the
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original, non-blurred image is needed, since different images have different values of standard 

deviation even without any blur degradation. This fact makes the algorithm impractical for 

common applications; also, motion blur is not distinguished from out-of-focus blur and the 

algorithm is proposed to detect only motion blur.

In [47] it is proposed that blurring an already blurred image would result in smaller 

variations o f neighboring pixels compared to larger variations resulting from blurring a 

sharp image; therefore, blur is applied to the image and the change in the variation of 

neighboring pixels is used to measure a no-reference blur metric; however, our experiments 

show that applying the same blur to various non-blurred images would result in different 

patterns in pixel variations depending on the content of the image. Figure 3.11 shows some 

examples of these patterns; therefore, the algorithm is not suitable to determine the blur 

metric or detect the smooth areas of the image.

A DCT based blur detection algorithm is proposed by [11]. DCT transform is similar to the 

discrete Fourier transform, and it is a very popular transform in image and video 

compression. There are several DCT variations; the most common variation is the DCT-II, 

which is defined as:

m=0 n=0
* COS

7r(2n + 1)
2 N

(3.13)
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Figure 3.11: Patterns of the change in variance for patches of the same images degraded by 

various extents o f out-of-focus blur degradation.

In general, blur degradation removes the high frequency components; As a result, a blurred 

image would have low frequency components with high amplitudes and the high frequency 

components would have lower amplitudes; therefore, by compared the values o f high 

frequency components against a threshold, images/blocks resulting in low values o f high 

frequency components can be marked as blurred; however, different types o f blur have not 

been taken into account and all images with low high-frequency values are considered to be 

motion blurred. As seen in Figure 3.12, both cases of out-of-focus and motion blur would 

result in high frequency components with small amplitudes; therefore, examining the
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amplitudes of high frequency components o f an image would not be enough to distinguish 

between motion and out-of-focus blur.

(c)

Figure 3.12: DCT spectrums o f three images 

(a) non-blurred, sharp image, (b) Image degraded by out-of-focus blur, (c) Image degraded by

horizontal motion blur

3.3.3 Detection of the Type of the Blur Degradation

The biggest challenge in blur detection is the detection of the type of the blur degradation.

This step of blur detection is very often neglected in the literature and still is a largely

unsolved problem. Not differentiating between out-of-focus and motion blur is a common

mistake in the literature. In [11] it was proposed that the blur type can be determined using

the autocorrelation function [24]. In image processing, autocorrelation is a correlation

between the image and the shifted version of the image. It was proposed that in the case of
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motion blur, correlation would be stronger when the image is shifted in the direction of the 

blur; whereas in the case of out-of-focus blur, the values would be similar in every direction 

due to the circular pattern o f the blur degradation.

3.4 A Novel Algorithm for the Detection of the Blur Type

During this research, we developed a new algorithm for blur-type detection which 

distinguishes motion blur from out-of-focus blur.

First, the image is transformed to the DCT domain. In the DCT domain, out-of-focus blur 

can be distinguished from motion blur by their DCT values. As seen in Figure 3.13, out-of- 

focus blur and motion blur produce recognizable shapes in the DCT domain. In the DCT 

domain, out-of-focus blur would result in a circular shape around the origin (top left), which 

is caused by the large values of low frequency components, as motion blur would appear as 

parallel lines in the direction of the blur.

First, The DCT transform of the image and the absolute values of the DCT values are 

calculated; all following operations are performed on the absolute values. We then applied a 

low pass filter to the DCT image to reduce the deviation of DCT components. We used a 

low-pass Hamming filter for this purpose. The 2D Hamming fimction with a circular region 

of support is defined as:

27rVm2 +  n 2
f [m,  n] =  0.54 -I- 0.46 cos —-------  (3.14)
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The region of support is represented as:

R = { [ m, n] \ m2 + n 2 < r 2} (3.15)

Here r  represents the radius of the area. Figure 3.14 shows the low-pass filtered samples.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: DCT spectrums o f an image degraded by out-of-focus and motion blur.

(a) Out-of-focus, (b) motion.

To isolate the overall shape of the spectrum image we used a threshold to transform the low 

pass-filtered DCT image into a binary image. We set the threshold as:

thrsh —
M—1N- 1

1 V
M * N

i i
2 j 2 j g [u ' vi (3-16)

_  f l,  G [ u , v ] >  thrsh  (3.17)
o l w ,  v j  — | 0 G[UiV]<thtsh
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The low-pass filtered DCT image is represented by G[it,i7]. This threshold transforms the 

DCT image to the binary domain by removing the components with low values and setting 

the larger components which represent the overall shape of the blur degradation in the 

spectrum domain to one. Figure 3.15 shows the binary images resulting from motion and 

out-of-focus blur degradations.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Low pass filtered DCT spectrums o f an image degraded by out-of-focus and

motion blur.

(a) Out-of-focus, (b) motion.

Finally a test is performed to decide whether or not, the shape of image in spectrum domain 

is similar to a circular shape. This was done by calculating the variance of the distance 

between the origin and the points which represent the borders of the shapes which are shown 

in Figure 3.16. Considering the fact that for an ideal circle, the variance would be zero; the 

resulting variance is then compared against a threshold. If the variance is smaller than the
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threshold, the blur degradation would be marked as out-of-focus blur degradation and if  the 

variance is larger than the threshold it would be marked as a motion blur.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.15: Low pass filtered DCT spectrums o f an image degraded by out-of-focus and 

motion blur is transferred to binary domain using a suitable threshold.

(a) Out-of-focus, (b) motion.

It is necessary to perform blur detection prior to this step. This is due to the fact that this 

algorithm should be applied only on blurred images; also, smooth areas in the image would 

decrease the accuracy of the algorithm; therefore, smooth areas should be detected and 

excluded prior to this step.

3.5 Identification of the Parameters of Motion Blur Based on a Single 

Image

Commonly, blur identification is performed on single, independent images due to the

application of deblurring in photography, and is a well-studied topic in blur analysis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.16: Edges o f the binary DCT spectrums o f an image degraded by out-of-focus and 

motion blur. Variance is used to measure the similarity o f the edges to a circular shape.

(a) Out-of-focus, (b) motion.

3.5.1 Blur Identification Using Steerable Filters and the Cepstral Transform

A popular algorithm to identify the blur parameters from a single image was proposed in 

[14]. Following is a review on the algorithm.

3.5. /. /  Identification of the Blur Angle

As discussed before, in spectral domain, motion blur would appear as a ripple and parallel 

lines in the direction of the motion blur as highlighted in Figure 3.18.

The angle of the parallel lines represents the angle of the blur. This fact is the basis o f many 

blur identification algorithms. In this case, steerable filters are used to find the angle o f the 

motion blur. Steerable filters were introduced by Freeman in [15] which are mainly used in
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edge detection. In this algorithm, the second derivatives o f the Gaussian filter which are 

shown in Figure 3.17 are used to find the direction of the ripple.

Figure 3.17: Steerable filters.

The high efficiency of using the steerable filters makes them suitable for blur angle 

identification even in real-time scenarios.
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Figure 3.18: DCT spectrum o f a motion blurred image. The added lines demonstrate the angle

o f the motion blur degradation.

The response to the steerable filters in any angle is then calculated as follows [15]:

RG% =  Ka(.9).RG2 a+ K b(9).RG2b+ K c(6).RG2c (3.18)

G2a =  0 .9213(2x2 -  1) exp(—(x 2 +  y 2)) (3.19)

G2b =  1.843xy e x p ( - ( x 2 +  y 2)) (3.20)

G2c =  0 .9213xyexp(—O 2 + y 2)) (3.21)

Ka(.R) =  cos 2(0) (3.22)

Kb(.R) =  —2 co s(0 )s in (0 ) (3.23)

Kcm  =  sin2(0) (3.24)
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(C) (d )

Figure 3.19: Effect o f masking on power spectrum 

(a) image patch, (b) masked image patch, (c) Fourier spectrum of the patch, (d) Fourier

spectrum of the masked patch

RG2 is the response of the second derivative Gaussian rotated by 0 degrees. First, response 

to components G2a- G2h and G2c is calculated and then the response to RG2 at any angle is 

calculated using Equation (3.18). This procedure means that finding the response of the 

power spectrum image to the second derivative Gaussian in every angle is very
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computationally inexpensive. This algorithm can be used globally or locally on small 

patches. First a patch from the image is selected. A mask is used to reduce the ringing effect 

when selecting a patch. Here, ringing effect is caused by the sudden change of values in the 

borders when taking a small patch of the image. Several masks can be used to reduce this 

effect including the Gaussian window and the Hamming window. Masking is shown in 

Figure 3.19.

The masked image is then zero-padded to give a more optically detailed image in the 

frequency domain. This operation increases the sampling rate o f the Fourier transform. After 

calculating the Fourier transform of the masked and zero-padded patch, the power spectrum 

is calculated.

F(u,v)  =  R{F(u,v)} +  jI{F(u,  v)}  =  \F(u,v)\  exp(j(p(u,v))

\F(u,v)\  =  y]R2(u,v)  +  I2(u,v )

t a n -

|F (u , iz) | is the Fourier spectrum and <p(u,v) is the phase of the Fourier transform. The 

power spectrum is calculated as:

P{u,v)  =  \F(u,v')\2 (3.28)

Steerable filters are applied to the power spectrum of the patch; the angle resulting in the 

response with the highest value is selected as the blur angle. The blur angle is within the

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)



range of 0°to 180°, or similarly —90°to +90°. This is due to the fact that due to the nature of 

motion blur and relative motion, a blur with the angle o f 0 is the same as a blur with the 

angle of 6 +  180.

3.5.1.2 Identification of the Blur Length

After determining the blur angle, the next step is to determine the blur length along the angle 

o f the blur. Motion blur would cause a ripple in the direction of motion. This ripple is very 

similar to a Sine function [45]. Figure 3.20 shows a plot of the Sine function. Without loss 

of generality, assuming that the motion blur is one dimensional, the motion blur in 

continuous domain would be defined as:

1
d(x; 0  =  7

lo

L L 
- <  x < -2

(3.29)

otherwise

By applying the Fourier transform we would have:

conL
(3.30)

This is a Sine function in the frequency domain. Sine function is defined as:
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sin(x)
sinc(x)  = --------  (3.31)

In the discrete domain we would have:

/  L(otc\

H [ oj] =  sin ^ N J k > 0 <  a) <  N -  1 (3.32)
L s i n - ^

N is the size o f the signal. In order to determine the value of L, we need to solve the 

following equation:

/ La)n\

H[o)] =  s i n— =  °< sin =  0 t 3,33)
Lsin-jj-

We would have:

kN
m = — , k >  0 (3.34)

Li

Considering that L is the distance between two successive zeros we would have:

N
L =  -  (3.35)

a

When d  is the distance between two successive dark lines in the power spectrum.
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Figure 3.20: The Sine function

By applying the Cepstrum to this ripple, the blur length which appears as the period of the 

signal, would appear as a large negative peak. Estimating the blur length using Cepstrum is 

a well-studied method.

There are different definitions of Cepstrum based on the application it is used for. The 

common application of Cepstrum is in audio processing, for example in voice identification 

and pitch detection. The Cepstrum used here is defined as:

Cep{f(x)}  =  F-*{log(F(aO)} (3.36)

When F _1{log(F(ai))} is the inverse Fourier o f log(F (ai)). First, the 2D power spectrum

image is collapsed to a ID signal along the angle o f the motion blur. To collapse the image

to 1D along a desirable angle, every pixel o f the image is projected to the line that passes

through origin along the desirable angle [14]. By applying the Cepstrum transform to the ID

signal, the blur length would appear as a negative peak in the Cepstrum domain. Figure 3.21
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shows the collapsed power spectrum and the Cepstrum transform. The image was blurred 

with the angle of 60 degrees and the length of 15 pixels. In this case, the blur length is 

accurately estimated by the negative peak in the Cepstrum.

This algorithm works best in images with sufficient amount o f detail and high textures; also, 

when used locally, with smaller patch sizes, the performance changes drastically when 

different patches of the image are selected. The algorithm is highly unreliable for patches of 

size 64x64 and the result from patches o f sizes 128x128 and 256x256 can be erroneous. 

This is due to the nature of the algorithm and the amount o f detail in the spectrum domain 

which is needed for the algorithm to work. The algorithm is also erroneous for very small 

lengths o f motion blur. This is due to the fact that a small length of blur causes a wider 

ripple in the frequency domain; this makes it hard for the steerable filters to detect the 

accurate angle.

Collapsed Power Spectrum  Cepstrum
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Figure 3.21: ID power spectrum and the Cepstrum transform o f the 1D power spectrum signal
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3.5.2 Improvement in the Angle Identification

During this research, we developed an algorithm to improve the estimation of blur angle 

from a single image. After identifying the initial and possibly erroneous blur angle using the 

steerable filters or other similar algorithms, the 2D power spectrum image was collapsed 

along the angles close to the candidate angle. The image was projected to ID according to 

the algorithm presented in [48]. The process is shown in Figure 3.22. The pixel P(jx,y) is 

orthogonally projected into the pixel P\{d) on the line I which has an angle o f t° against the 

y axis. The distance d  is calculated using the following equation.

d — dx cos t  +  dy sin t  (3.37)

In the discrete domain however, the value of d  is not necessarily an integer; therefore, we 

map every pixel P(x,y)  into two pixels of P/([dJ) and Pf([c/J +  1); therefore, if the value of 

d is for example d =  10.8, the pixel would contribute 80% of its amplitude to P(QdJ +  1) 

and 20% of its amplitude to PjQdJ). Furthermore, since we are collapsing a finite 2D signal, 

a larger number of pixels would be mapped to the corresponding pixels near the center with 

small d  values and fewer pixels would be mapped to a pixel on the line as get far from the 

center and the value of d becomes larger. To compensate for this, every ID pixel value is 

divided by the number of 2D pixels which are mapped into it. Since our original image has 

real pixel values, the Fourier transform would be symmetrical. This property can be used to 

achieve a better estimation of the collapsed ID signal o f the image in the Fourier domain. 

The Fourier transform of a ID signal with n  real values is symmetrical around ~ +  1;
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| 3

therefore, after the collapsing process we make the collapsed ID signal more similar to a 

symmetrical signal by averaging according to the following equation [14].

+ 1 + i)  -  Pi (— + 1 -  i)

n
l s i s 2 _ 1

(3 .3 8 )

Figure 3.22: Projecting (collapsing) a 2D image to a 1D signal along a line with the angle o f t.
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Figure 3.23: Average o f neighboring values around the peak in different angles; The angle of blur is

60°.

It was observed that the signal collapsed along the correct angle results in higher values 

around the peak. This is due to the fact that the ripple caused by the motion blur is in the 

angle of the motion and therefore, it has the highest amplitudes in this direction; therefore, 

after estimating the initial blur angle, neighboring angles are examined to find the angle 

producing the highest average of the peak value and values around the peak. This angle is 

selected as the corrected estimated angle. Our experiments show great reduction in the angle 

estimation error using this algorithm. Figure 3.23 shows the averages o f values near the 

peak for an image blurred with an angle of 60 degrees. The estimation using the steerable 

filters was 54 degrees and using our algorithm the angle was corrected to 60 degrees. As
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shows in the Figure 3.23 the average value is increased when going towards the correct 

angle of the motion blur.

3.5.3 Blur Identification Based on the Radon Transform

Another popular algorithm to identify the angle of motion blur is based on the Radon 

transform [16] which is based on the similar premises and is very similar to the steerable 

filters algorithm. This method is based on the direction of the ripples in the spectrum 

domain as well. One of the applications of the Radon transform, which is a line fitting 

algorithm similar to Hough transform, is to find the angle of a line; however, unlike the 

Hough transform, Radon transform does not need candidate points to operate. Radon 

transform is defined as:

00 00

R(p,0) = J J f (x , y)8(p  — x . cos0 —y . s in 9 ) d x d y  (3.39)
—  00 —00

Or:

0 0  OO

R(p,0) = j  J f(p.  cos 6 — s. sin 0 ,p. sin 9 +  s. cos 0) ds  (3.40)
— OO — OO

In this method, the angle of the parallel lines representing the blur angle is determined by 

applying the Radon transform.
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First the logarithm of the Fourier spectrum is calculated as follows:

lo g ( l+  |F (u ,v ) |2) (3.41)

In the Radon transform of the logarithm of Fourier transform, the angle o f the parallel lines 

appears as a strong peak representing the angle of the parallel lines. Figure 3.27 shows the 

discrete radon transform for all angles between 0° and 180° of an example 256x256 image 

which is an image of a horizontal straight line. The 8 value of the large peak in the Radon 

domain represents the angle of the line against the y axis which is 90° and the x ’ value 

represents the distance between the center of the image located at (128,128) and the line 

along the y axis [52], which is 80 in this case. In this process, the Radon transform needs to 

be calculated for all discrete angles between 0° and 180° which results in the high 

computational cost of the algorithm. Again, after finding the blur angle, the blur length is 

calculated by using the Cepstrum technique.

Both methods use the same concept in order to estimate the blur parameters, although using 

the Radon transform would result in more accurate estimation of the blur angle, using 

steerable filters is far less computationally expensive making it more suitable for video 

processing.
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Figure 3 .24 : Using the Radon transform to estimate the angle of a line.

(a) An image of a straight line, (b) The peak in the Radon domain corresponds to the angle of

the line. Here the angle is shown as 90 ° , which is the angle against the y axis.

3.5.4 Other Methods of Blur Identification

In [44], the angle o f the dark lines in the Fourier domain is estimated using the Hough 

transform which unlike the Radon transform needs candidate points to operate. It is 

proposed that the gradient vectors of the Fourier spectrum are perpendicular to dark lines. 

Figure 3.25 shows the Gradient vectors around a dark line. Gradient vector direction of any 

point is calculated as:

.  _. (T jiU nu- i.oi - |F(u
'  tan VSES£-(l̂ a w -  01 -  SKi-i *» + 0 L

(3 .42)
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Size of the region surrounding the point (u, v) is (21 4-1) x  (21 +  1). The Hough transform 

is used with this information to detect the dark lines. After the detection of the dark lines, 

their angle and the distance between them are calculated as the blur angle and the blur 

length.

Dark line

Figure 3.25: Gradient vectors around the parallel dark line in the spectrum domain of a motion

blurred image.

3.6 Identification of the Parameters o f Out-of-Focus Blur

Similar to motion blur, the parameters o f out-of-focus blur can be determined from the 

Fourier domain of the image/block. Commonly in the literature, the Pillbox model and the 

Gaussian model are assumed as the models for out-of-focus blur degradation.
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In [18] out-of-focus images were artificially created by applying the pillbox blur, and then 

the diameter of the pillbox was determined by calculating the Cepstrum of the Fourier 

spectrum and compared to the original diameter.

Calculating the blur diameter or blur length in the case of out-of-focus blur is based on the 

same premises as of the motion blur. In the case o f out-of-focus blur, the 2D power 

spectrum image can be collapsed to a ID signal along any direction due to the circular 

pattern of the ripples caused by the blur degradation. A more computationally expensive but 

more accurate measure is to collapse the image along all angles between 0° to 360 and 

average over the collapsed signals to produce the ID power spectrum signal.

When g(x,  0)  is the collapsed signal of f (x ,  y )  at the angle 9, P(x)  is the averaged power 

spectrum signal over all angles. By applying the Cepstrum transform to this ID signal, the 

diameter would appear as a negative peak.

3.7 Generation of Artificial Blur in an Image

Blur generation and rendering is commonly used in 3D graphics techniques, which are not 

in the scope of our application. Blur generation is also used in imagery as a special effect to 

visually simulate a blurred object in an image. This is commonly done by applying the blur 

PSF to the image.

359

(3.43)
o
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In this project however, blur generation is used for a different purpose. The aim of this 

project is to simulate blur in a way that the BDM between the real blur and the simulated 

blur is small. Smaller BDM means that the difference in energy and the amount o f data we 

need to transmit as the residual error is smaller.

In other common applications, the BDM between the real blur and the simulated blur is not 

of great importance, and therefore, this aspect o f simulated blur, even with currently used 

PSFs, is not thoroughly investigated.

During this research we artificially blurred several sharp images and compared them to the 

naturally blurred versions of the same images. We used MSE as the comparison criteria, and 

analyzed the results which would be discussed in future chapters.

As mentioned before, the commonly used models for out-of-focus blur are Pillbox model 

and Gaussian model, and motion blur is modeled according to Equation (3.2)

3.8 Blur Compensation in Video Coding

Although the subject of blur analysis and its many different aspects have been widely discussed 

in the literature, the effects of blur on video coding have been widely ignored. The researches in 

the field of blur are mainly focused on applications such as image restoration and generation 

of blur in animations and 3D graphics; therefore, very little research has been done on the 

subject. One notable attempt to compensate blur was done in [2]; however, this was done by 

blind application of simple blurring filters, without identifying the blurred areas, blur type 

and blur parameters. This greatly limits the achievable level o f PSNR and bit-rate reduction. 

Blur generation was done by iterating over simple averaging filters.
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(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

1 1When o (m ,n ) is a matrix of ones with the size [m , n ]. ba4 =  — g ( 4,4), baA =  — #(4 ,4)
16 16

and baA =  —#(4,4) are used to model out-of-focus blur and the rest are used to model 
16

motion blur. Our tests show that using the out-of-focus filters above are not sufficient to 

appropriately simulate out-of-focus blur with a high PSNR compared to the natural blur. 

Furthermore motion blur models used only include horizontal and vertical motion blur with 

two blur lengths for each orientation. Considering the large number o f possible variations o f 

blur angle and blur length, this method would not be beneficial in the majority o f scenarios; 

therefore, a more systematic blur compensation scheme is required to achieve higher bit-rate 

reductions.

1
ba4 =  Y g0(4'4)

b a 8 = ^ 9 W )

1
ba i6 256 ̂ ( ^ '1 6 )

1
b m _  4_0 —

1
b-m_ 4_90 — 4 *1 )

1
bm_ 6_0 — gS^Cl/b)

1
baA: =  g  5(6,1)
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Chapter 4

A Novel Approach to Blur Compensation

In this chapter, a novel approach to blur compensation is introduced. Using this method, first 

the properties o f the blur degradation in blurred blocks are estimated. Based on this 

knowledge of the blur, the non-blurred blocks are artificially blurred to reduce the negative 

effects of blur degradation on motion compensation in video streams and improve the ratio 

of video compression.

4.1 Inter Coding the Otherwise Intra-Coded Blocks

The main motivation for starting this project was to reduce the negative effect o f blur 

degradation on motion compensated video streams. As discussed previously, blocks with 

similar properties are inter-coded based on the past or future blocks; however, when blur 

degradation appears, these properties are distorted. For example, as seen in Figure 1.3, the 

properties of the target block no longer matches the properties of the reference block. This is
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caused by the fact that although the target block is captured from the same source as the 

reference block, its pixels are degraded by blur.

Degradation of the target block interferes with both motion estimation and motion 

compensation in transition from non-blurred frames/blocks to blurred frames/blocks, or 

similarly, from blurred frames/blocks to non-blurred frames/blocks. Commonly in the 

literature, performances of the motion estimation methods are not evaluated for their 

resilience to blur degradation in the described scenarios. During this project we evaluated 

two very popular motion estimation methods; block matching which is widely used in 

today’s video coding standards, and phase correlation. In both cases, blur degradation 

extremely interfered with motion estimation. Small amounts o f motion blur degradation 

resulted in large areas with unmatched blocks in block matching, and phase correlation is 

very erroneous in blurred frames. Figure 4.1 shows four frames from a video sequence and 

Figure 4.2 shows their corresponding matched blocks. Blank areas in Figure 4.2 show the 

areas that were not matched with a motion vector. As seen in the sequence, with higher blur 

degradation in the third and fourth frame, the number of matched blocks is reduced.

To evaluate the performance of motion compensation, we assumed that motion estimation is 

performed accurately and the motion vector is acquired; motion compensation is then by 

using the motion vectors. As we expected, motion compensation resulted in very small 

PSNRs and large residual errors, rendering the motion compensation ineffective.

We divided the project into four stages: 

o Detecting the areas degraded by blur 

o Identifying the blur parameters

o Regenerating the blur based on our knowledge of the blur parameters
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o Encoding the residual error and the blurring parameters

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Four frames in a video sequence and their matched-blocks against the previous frame.4 

(a) Frame k, (b) Frame k+1, (c) Frame k+2, (d) Frame K+3.

First the frame should be analyzed for blur degradation, but to make the algorithm faster and 

more efficient, we based our work on identifying the blocks which are not matched using 

block matching and analyzing these blocks for blur degradation. Next step is to estimate the 

parameters and properties of the blurred blocks. This information is used for blur

4 Images taken from "2012" the movie, 2009, Centropolis Entertainment (as Centropolis), Columbia Pictures (presents), The 
Mark Gordon Company, Farewell Productions, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
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regeneration and compensation. In the final step, the information about blur compensation is 

encoded and transmitted to the receiver. These steps would be discussed in future sections.

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: matched-blocks o f four frames against the previous frame.

(a) Matched blocks o f k, k-1, (b) Matched blocks o f k+1, k, (c) Matched blocks o f k+2, k+1, (d)

Matched blocks o f K+3, k+2

4.2 Detection of the Areas Degraded by Blur

Although including the already inter-coded blocks in blur compensation would still improve 

the PSNR, in order to make the algorithm faster, we first identify areas with intra-coded 

blocks and exclude the inter-coded blocks from further operations.
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As it would be discussed in later sections, we perform our algorithm on macroblocks of 

sizes 64x64, 128x128, 256x256, 512x512, 1024x1024 and larger. Sizes are calculated as:

m,n = 2k (4.1)

We would discuss in later sections that using macroblocks of sizes smaller than 64x64 is not 

suitable for blur operation.

First we perform lull search block matching motion estimation. In the next step, we scan the 

frame for macroblocks with large number o f intra-coded blocks. To do this we calculate the 

ratio of intra-coded blocks to the number of inter-coded blocks in every macroblock. We 

compare the ratio against an arbitrary threshold. If  the ratio is larger than the threshold, we 

mark the macroblock as a candidate for possible blur degradation and perform further blur 

analysis on it. Otherwise, the macroblock is marked as inter-coded and is excluded from 

further operations. By choosing a smaller threshold, more positives would occur and the 

algorithm would take longer to complete; also, there would be more false positives, as some 

of the macroblocks are not degraded by blur.

4.3 Motion Estimation in Blurred Frames

After identifying the candidate macroblocks with possible blur degradation and performing 

blur detection, we need to find matching macroblocks in past/future macroblocks and 

estimate the motion. As discussed before, regular motion estimation methods are not proven 

to perform well in case of blur degradation. Investigation of the performance of block
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matching and phase correlation revealed their poor performance in the case o f blur 

degradation. We developed a novel algorithm to modify the classic phase correlation for 

usage in blurred frames.

In [21] an algorithm was proposed to modify phase correlation for blurred frames with 

application of image registration used in digital subtraction angiography (DSA), the 

algorithm is based on the following equation:

This phase correlation modification is designed to be a blur-invariant phase correlation in 

the case of linear and symmetrical blur; however, this modification makes phase correlation 

less resilient to noise; also, in the case of non-artificial blur, the algorithm fails to perform

resilience of the classic phase correlation to added noise.

To overcome these shortcomings, we proposed a new algorithm. Figure 4.3 shows the two 

large peaks generated by phase correlation in when one of the frames is blurred. As seen in 

Figure 4.2, motion blur causes a ripple and instead of one large peak, there would be two

with the same amount in both directions resulting in two peaks; therefore, the displacement 

is calculated as:

Ck,k+tinorm) (4.2)

well. This is probably because of the effect of the squaring shown in Equation (4.2) and the

fact that frames were assumed to be noiseless in this algorithm. This is despite the strong

peaks in the direction of the motion blur. By examining the location of the two peaks in

several cases we discovered that motion blur shifts the peak resulting from phase correlation
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. 3: Two peaks appearing in the phase correlation o f frames motion blurred frames.

(a) 2D view, (b) 3D view.

Ck.k+i(x,y) = 8 ( x -  dxl, y  -  dyl )  + 8(x -  dx2, y  -  dy2)

dxi + dx 2
dx

dy =
dy\ ”b dy2

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Similar to regular phase correlation in absence of blur, motion of objects inside the frame 

results in appearance of independent peaks; therefore, in the case that a number o f large 

peaks appear with amplitudes close to the amplitude of the largest dominant peak, all the
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large peaks are picked as candidates for the displacement values; however, using phase 

correlation on small macroblocks would reduce the effect o f local motions and additional 

peaks. Since the algorithm is used on variable-sized macroblocks, it is valid for both global 

motion, which is the motion of camera, and for local motion which is the motion of objects 

inside the frame.

Resilience to noise was examined by adding noise to the frames and the algorithm proved to 

be highly resilient to noise; also, several non-artificial cases of blur were examined from a 

film sequence and the performance of the algorithm was evaluated. The results are presented 

in Chapter 5.

As mentioned before, we avoided using macroblocks of sizes smaller than 64x64. This was 

due to the observation that by using smaller sizes, there is very little information in the 

spectrum domain and the result would be erroneous. We would use the same argument in 

later sections to justify our usage of macroblock of sizes larger than 64x64 in various blur 

analysis operations.

Our proposed algorithm is also resilient to out-of-focus blur, meaning that in the presence of 

out-of-focus blur, we would still obtain an accurate estimation of motion. This is important 

since in the case of out-of-focus blur, we need to know the motion vector between the out- 

of-focus macroblock and the non-blurred macroblock for the blur compensation process.

4.4 Estimation of Blur Parameters

In this chapter we explain the methods we used in this project in order to estimate the 

parameters of motion blur and out-of-focus blur.
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4.4.1 Motion Blur

As explained in previous sections, our tests showed that when identifying the blur 

parameters from a single frame in the spectral domain, the size of the block is very 

important. Our tests showed that in blocks smaller than 128x128, the results can be 

unsatisfactory erroneous and unreliable; also, these methods are based on a single frame and 

they do not take advantage of the dependencies of frames in a video sequence. As a result, 

although these methods show promise for many applications and can be further improved 

(as we improved the angle estimation), we decided to leave them for future work and take a 

different direction for this project. Using our method, we also take advantage o f the 

dependencies o f frame sequences instead of using a single image.

As discussed before, we developed an algorithm to estimate the motion in blurred frames. 

We use this motion vector to estimate the parameters o f motion blur. This method works for 

linear motion as do the other discussed methods. The angle is simply derived from the 

motion vector as follows:

Finding the length of the blur degradation is more difficult since it depends not only on the 

length of the motion vector but also on the camera components such as the lens and the 

shutter speed. We discovered that the distance between the two peaks in phase correlation 

corresponds to the extent of the motion blur.

(4.6)

d oc I (4.7)
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Or equivalently we have:

d = k * I (4.8)

With:

k »  1 (4.9)

When d is the motion length derived from the motion vector, and I is the relative length of

the motion blur between the two frames. We examined this relationship on both artificial

and real data and observed that the accuracy of k would depend on the amount of added

noise. With small amount of noise, in most cases k is very close to 1.

4.4.2 Out-of-Focus Blur

We decided not to use the methods for estimating the out-of-focus blur parameters from a 

single image, with the same premise explained in the previous section. Instead we use the 

relation between the frames in the sequence to estimate the blur parameters.

We apply the phase correlation to two frames. Strong peaks would indicate a match with 

high correlation between blocks. After determining the blur type, we use an iterative method 

to estimate the blur parameters, which would be discussed in Sections 4.5.2.

4.5 Compensating the Blur

After estimating the blur parameters, next step is to regenerate the blur. Our goal is to 

achieve a high PSNR between the naturally blurred block and the block with regenerated
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blur. This separates our work from common blur generation applications which focus on the 

visual and perceptual properties of the generated blur.

SALLE D - 1 0

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: Example of out-of-focus blur reconstruction.

(a) A sharp frame, (b) A frame degraded by natural blur captured from the same source, (c) The 

sharp frame is blurred using the Pillbox model for out-of-focus blur.

We apply blur to the non-blurred blocks which match (according to phase correlation) to the 

blurred blocks in past/future frames and the residual is encoded and transmitted to the 

receiver along with the filter values. An example o f blur reconstruction using the Pillbox- 

based model is shown in Figure 4.4. In this example, a sharp macroblock is artificially 

blurred to resemble the same macroblock when it’s naturally blurred in the next frame. The 

block diagram of our blur compensation system is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4. 5: The outline o f our blur compensation system.
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4.5.1 Motion Blur

In order to regenerate motion blur, we used the motion blur model in Equation (3.3) which 

is a blurring filter with the angle of0°. For any other angle; this filter is rotated to the 

desired angle using Equation (3.4).

This filter is applied to local blocks inside the frame; however, this ideal filter might not 

result in a satisfactorily high PSNR compared to natural blur. This is partly due to the non

ideal properties of the camera which are not reflected in the existing blur models. For

example, we observed that both motion blur and out-of-focus blur result in a blur offset (as

we refer to it) in the blurred objects, which is not detectable by phase correlation. This blur 

offset is dependent to the location of object in the frame. For example, an out-of-focus 

blurred object in the far right side o f the frame would have a relatively large blur offset to 

the right side compared to an object located near the center o f the frame. We refer to this 

effect as an offset since applying this offset to the artificially blurred macroblock would 

greatly improve the PSNR. As a result, each macroblock requires a blur offset which is 

relative to its location inside the frame.

0 b ( x )o c x x (4.10)

Ob( y ) c c y  t (4.11)

When Ob (x) is the blur offset value in the x direction and Ob (y) is the blur offset value in

the y  direction, and xx and y x are the coordinates of the block. Determining the value for the

blur offset is difficult since it is different from a simple translational offset and it is caused
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by the lens effects of the camera and nature of blurring. We estimate the best offset value by 

iterating over a small number o f offset values which are estimated based on the location of 

the block inside the frame. The farther the distance from the frame center, the larger the 

offset values. We tested this method in frames degraded by real and artificial blurs and 

analyzed the results which showed improvement in the PSNR values.

4.5.2 Out-of-Focus Blur

To regenerate the out-of-focus blur we took the same approach as the case o f motion blur by 

trying to find the highest PSNR values. Currently two common models are used in the 

literature to generate out-of-focus blur, the Gaussian model and the pillbox model; however, 

these models have not been evaluated and compared for the PSNR they produce in relation 

to real blur. As seen in Figure 3.6, the two models produce almost undistinguishable blurs to 

our visual perception. But it is not the same case in terms of the PSNR they produce.

To compare these models we used the generalized Gaussian distribution which is the general 

form of the Gaussian filter. This allowed us to investigate the Gaussian blur with more 

variables and therefore, more thoroughly.

We tested these models on several frames and concluded that in terms of PSNR, the pillbox 

model regenerates the out-of-focus blur degradation of a real camera far better than the 

popular Gaussian model in terms of PSNR. As a result, we used the pillbox model as our 

basis o f generating the out-of-focus blur.
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To further improve the PSNR we added the variables kx and ky to the basic pillbox model:

'■0 otherwise

This gives the filter an elliptic shape and helps to better resemble the effect o f the lens on 

out-of-focus blur when the object is farther away from the center. We observed that in some 

cases, small values o f the kx and ky  slightly improve the PSNR value.

As discussed before, the location of the out-of-focus blurred objects in the frame causes a 

blur offset which reduces the PSNR if not compensated. To overcome this issue we use the 

same method we used for the case o f motion blur to compensate for the blur offset.

The most important value of the pillbox filter in regard of the achievable PSNR value is the 

radius. We would show that by iterating over a small number o f radii, we can find the most 

suitable radius and acquire the highest PSNR. To do this, we iterate over values between 0.6 

and 50. We chose these numbers since for values smaller than 0.6, the blur is almost non

existent and the degradation is negligible; also, a blur with a radius o f 50 is extremely 

degraded and we chose it as the upper limit. To make the process faster we can use the 

following procedure. We start by calculating the PSNR for a small number o f samples 

between 0.6 and 50 pixels and find the sample which results in the highest PSNR. We then 

halve the distance between this sample radius and the two neighboring radii; the smaller 

radius and the larger radius and calculate the sample with the highest PSNR. We continue 

this procedure until we find the largest PSNR. The reason is that by applying all possible

radii between 0.6 and 50, the PSNR values show a pattern similar to a concave pattern and
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ideally, the radius resulting in the highest PSNR can be determined using this procedure. 

However, in the experimental results shown in Chapter 5, we used the simple iteration over 

the radius values between 1 and 50 with an increment o f 1.

4.5.3 Finding the Non-BIurred Macroblock

The next step is to apply the blurring filter to the non-blurred macroblock which matches a 

blurred macroblock in past/future frames. In order to make sure that we apply the blurring 

filter to the non-blurred macroblock (or the macroblock with smaller extent of blur) and not 

the blurred one, we perform a test to identify the macroblock with relatively more severe 

blur degradation. After finding the matching macroblocks using our phase correlation 

technique, we use standard deviation to detect the blurred macroblock (the macroblock with 

a larger extent of blur). We explained before that using standard deviation to detect blur 

degradation is an imperfect method since different images have different properties and blur 

degradation affects them differently. We observed the effect o f blur degradation on standard 

deviation in several images. According to our measures, standard deviations of different 

images follow different patterns depending on the test image. This makes it difficult to 

determine whether or not the image is degraded by blur; however, in this application, it is 

practical to use standard deviation. This is due to the fact that we only need to determine 

which of the matched macroblocks has more blur degradation; we do this by comparing 

their standard deviation. The macroblock with higher standard deviation is non-blurred or it 

has less blur degradation in comparison to the macroblock being compared to. The 

algorithm is as follows:
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For each pixel, the standard deviation of the pixel and its neighbors is calculated and located 

in the same (x, y) location inside an image which we refer to as the standard deviation map. 

The values are then added together and the total standard deviation of the frame is 

calculated. This value is compared to the standard deviation value of the frame which was 

matched using phase correlation. The frame/macroblock with higher standard deviation is 

marked as non-blurred.

4.6 Encoding for Blur Compensation

We need to transmit the blur data to the decoder in order to regenerate the same blur in the 

receiver. We do this by adding the encoded filter values of each blur compensated 

macroblock to the end of the encoded frame.

The information we encode are the type of the blur degradation, the filter values, the 

macroblock size and the location of the macroblock. This information is encoded using 

Huffman tables. Using Huffman, codewords with shorter lengths are assigned to values 

which are expected to have a greater chance of occurrence.

The encoded variables which transmitted to the decoder are as follows: 

o Blur filter values

o Motion blur

■ Length of blur

■ Angle o f blur

■ Blur offset (mx, my)

■ kx and ky
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o Out-of-focus blur

■ Blurring radius

■ Revised magnitude

■ Blur offset (fx, fy)

■ kx and ky 

o Macroblock values

o Macroblock location 

o Macroblock size

The probability distributions of the mentioned variables are independent from each other; 

therefore, to encode the values more efficiently, an independent Huffman table is needed for 

each of the variables. We created the Huffman tables based on our experimental results and 

estimations. The value ranges which occurred more often during our experiments are 

assigned shorter code words.

The macroblock size consists of the width (w )and the height (h) variables; therefore, to 

encode the size more efficiently, instead of encoding the w and the h values, we encoded the 

w  and the h — w  values. This was done due to the fact that most often, h and w  are equal 

values; therefore, we only need to encode 0 instead of the h.

The values of kx and ky are between 1 and 2 with the intervals o f 0.1. To encode these

variables, we encoded the values of 10k* — 10 and 10fcy — 10 with the intervals o f 1 due

to the following:

1 <  kx& ky <  2 (4.13)
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0 < (lOfc* -  10) & (lOfcy -  10) < 10 (4.14)

This makes the values suitable for encoding using our tables. The tables we used are shown 

in Table 4.1 to Table 4.7.

Category Values Codeword

0 64 11

1 128 10

2 256 01

3 512 00

Table 4.1: Huffman table for the width o f the 

compensated blocks (w).

Category Values Codeword

0 1 1000

1 2,3 1001

2 4,...,7 101

3 8,...,15 11

4 16,...,31 01

5 32,...,63 00

Table 4.2: Huffman table for the radius o f out-of-focus blur and 

the length o f motion blur.
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Category Values Codeword

0 0 1

1 1 01

2 2,3 001

3 4,7 0001

4 8,...,15 00001

5 16,...,20 00000

Table 4.3: Huffman table for [(fcx, ky) * 10 — 10].

Category Values Codeword

0 0 101

1 -1,1 11

2 -3,-2,2,3 01

3 -7,...,-4,4,...,7 1001

4 -15,...,-8,8,...,15 00

5 -31,...,-16,16,...,31 1000

Table 4.4: Huffman table for the blur offset values o f motion 

blur compensated blocks (Jx,fy).
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Category Values Codeword

0 0 111

1 -1,1 101

2 -3,-2,2,3 100

3 -7,...,-4,4,...,7 1101

4 -15,...,-8,8,...,15 1100

5 -31,...,-16,16,...,31 0111

6 -63,...,-32,32,...,63 0110

7 -127,...,-64,64,...,127 0101

8 -255,...,-128,128,...255 0100

9 -511,...,-256,256,...,511 0011

10 -1023,...,-512,512,...,1023 0010

11 -2047,...,1024,1024,...,2027 0001

12 -4095,...,-2048,2048,...,4095 0000

Table 4.5: Huffman table for the (x, y) location o f the compensated out-of- 

focus and motion blurred blocks.
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Category Values Codeword

0 0 10

1 -1,1 00

2 -3,-2,2,3 01

3 -7,...,-4,4,...,7 11

Table 4.6: Huffman table for the blur offset values o f motion 

blur compensated blocks (mx,my).

Category Values Codeword

0 0 111

1 -1,1 110

2 -3,-2,2,3 101

3 -7,...,-4,4,-..,7 100

4 -15,...,-8,8,...,15 011

5 -31,...,-16,16,...,31 010

6 -63,...,-32,32,...,63 001

7 -89,...,-64,64,...,89 000

Table 4.7: Huffman table for the blur angle o f motion blur.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

In this chapter we present the experimental results o f the new blur compensation system and 

the algorithms developed. Performance of the algorithms would be evaluated by several 

experiments on various blurred frames. We used two general types o f frames: sequences of 

frames degraded by natural blur, and sequences artificially blurred using blur models. The 

controlled features of artificial data are suitable to accurately measure the error and analyze 

the results. In literature, results and conclusions reported based solely on experiments on 

frames degraded by artificial blur are very common; however, to ensure the performance of 

the algorithms, we included natural blur in our experiments to evaluate the validity o f our 

system on real data and to experience the variety o f potential scenarios in a real video 

sequence.

To test our algorithms on frames degraded by artificial blur we applied artificial blur to 

various frames globally. Blur degradations were applied based on common blur models
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discussed in previous chapters. We created artificially blurred frames degraded by both 

motion and out-of-focus blur with various blurring values.

We captured various frames with blur degradation. In addition, some existing video 

sequences with natural blur were tested. Frames of the video sequence were picked to meet 

several conditions and various scenarios. Following is a list o f the test conditions and 

scenarios.

o Texture and edge patterns of the frame. Blur analysis is highly dependent on the 

texture in the frame. For example, as explained before, smooth patches o f the frames 

are not suitable for common blur analysis methods and therefore, should be 

separated.

o Noise level. We evaluate our algorithms with various noise levels o f the frames.

Naturally blurred frames are naturally noisy due to the process of the blur

degradation. Furthermore, Gaussian and Uniform noise is added to some of the

artificially blurred frames, 

o Size of the frame patches. As discussed before, size o f the frame patch has an 

impact on the result of our system. Blur analysis on larger patches is more accurate; 

however, using larger block sizes results in coarser resolution since the frame is 

divided into larger patches. The sizes in pixels o f the patches we used in most our 

experiments are 512x512, 256x256, 128x128 and 64x64. 

o Characteristics of the blur degradation. The two general types o f blur degradation

are out-of-focus blur and motion blur. We examined natural and artificial cases of the 

out-of-focus blur. Also different types of motion blur degradation such as
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translational, scaling, rotational blur and their combinations were analyzed; also, 

various extents o f the blur degradation were included in the experiments.

5.1 Generation o f Artificial Data

To generate the artificial data we selected various non-blurred frames based on their 

characteristics such as texture, edges and smooth areas. For motion blur, various 

displacements were applied to frames and motion blur was added according to Equation

(3.3). For some cases, uniform and Gaussian noise were added to evaluate the resilience of 

algorithms to noise. In case of out-of-focus blur, blur was generated according to the pillbox 

model. We chose the pillbox over Gaussian because based on the premises explained in 

Section 4.5.2.

5.2 Real Data

To experiment on real data with out-of-focus blur, we captured several frames with different 

settings of the depth of focus of the camera while the camera was firmly set motionless. This 

results in an image with sharp objects in the foreground and out-of-focus blurred objects in 

the background, or vice versa depending on the depth of focus settings o f the camera. We 

also used frames from a video sequence with the resolution of 1920x1080 which contains 

natural motion and out-of-focus blur and frames we captured with motion blur resulting 

from camera movement.

5.3 Performance of Block Matching in Blurred Frames
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We evaluated the performance of the full-search block matching technique in the presence of 

blur. The block matching system was set to compare each frame of the video (target frame) 

against the previous frame (reference frame) to find the matching blocks between them. We 

would have:

NB =  NNM + NM (5.1)

The block matching process was performed using 4x4 blocks. Total number of 4x4 blocks in the 

target frame is presented as NB. Number of blocks which were not matched is presented as 

NNM and number of blocks which were matched with corresponding blocks in the reference 

frame are presented as NM. Then various extents of blur were added globally to every target 

frame and target frames were compared with the reference frames again. This way we know that 

every reference frame is being compared with a frame which has added blur. We would have:

NB =  NNMb +  NMb (5.2)

Number of not-matched blocks and matched blocks after adding the blur are presented as NNMb 

and NMb respectively. Now we have:

NNB =  (NB -  NMb) -  {NB -  NM) (5.3)

The number of blocks which were not matched due to added blur is presented as NNB. In every

case NMb was smaller than NM and NNB was positive. We calculated the percentage of
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reduction in the number of matched blocks after the blur was added which is shown as R 

according to the following:

/  NMb\
R=100T - w )  ( 5 ' 4 )

The average reduction in the blocked matches for tested videos was 20.29%.

Figure 5.1: Examples of frames used in our experiments.
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Figure 5.2: Variance values o f 512x512 images degraded by motion and out-of-focus blur 

(a) Variance for Out-of-focus blur, (b) Variance for motion blur
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Figure 5.3: Variance values of 256x256 blocks degraded by motion and out-of-focus blur 

(a) Variance for Out-of-focus blur, (b) Variance for motion blur
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Figure 5.4: Variance values o f 128x128 blocks degraded by motion and out-of-focus blur 

(a) Variance for Out-of-focus blur, (b) Variance for motion blur
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Figure 5.5: Variance values o f 64x64 blocks degraded by motion and out-of-focus blur 

(a) Variance for Out-of-focus blur, (b) Variance for motion blur
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5.4 A Novel DCT Based Blur Type Detection Algorithm

To evaluate the algorithm which we proposed in Section 3.4, we examined frames 

containing motion and out-of-focus blur degradation. Since the algorithm should be applied 

to non- smooth macroblocks, we picked frames with small smooth areas and high amounts of 

texture. Macroblocks o f sizes 512x512, 256x256, 128x128 and 64x64 were tested in this 

experiment. Figure 5.1 shows examples of the test frames. The frames shown contain 

various textures and small smooth areas.

As described in Section 3.4, we analyze the type of the blur degradation by analyzing the 

variance value resulting from our algorithm. Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure

5.5 show the variance values resulting from dividing a 512x512 frame into various block 

sizes. This shows that between a motion blurred block and an out-of-focus blurred block, 

there is a significant difference in the variance levels. We used this signifact difference to 

determine the type of the blur in each level.

We globally added motion and out-of-focus blur with a low to high range of blur extents to 

several frames, Table 5.1 shows the average results of the blur type detection. Here, we 

defined the percentage of error in blur type detection as follows:

NF
Error  =  100 (5-5)

Total number of blocks with a type of blur that was not correctly detected is presented as 

NF, and the total number o f examined blocks is presented by NT. The results show that in
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frames with small smooth areas and high amounts o f texture, our proposed algorithm has a 

92.36% accuracy for blocks with the size o f 128x128.

Size of the macroblocks Average error in blur type detection

512x512 8.89%

256x256 10.28%

128x128 7.64%

64x64 10.00%

Table 5.1: Average error in blur type detection for various patch sizes

5.5 Im provem ent in M otion B lur Angle Estim ation from a Single 

Fram e

Here we evaluate the algorithm we proposed in Section 3.5.2. Table 5.2 shows the average 

improvement made to the angle estimation of motion blur. The average estimation error was 

calculated as follows:

|0 — 0e \
E rror =  ———— * 100 

180
(5.6)



The blur angle and the estimated blur angle are presented as 8 and 6e respectively. The 

\6 — 8e\ is divided by 180 since there are 180 possible angles o f motion blur. It should be 

noted that a blur angle o f 8° is the same as a blur angle o f (8 +  180)°, therefore the range of 

motion blur angle is [0, 180) and not [0, 360).

We used the steerable filters to estimate the initial angle and searched for a better match in 

the range of -20 to +20 degrees of the neighbors o f the initially estimated angle. Frames with 

small smooth areas were used in this experiment to ensure the reliability o f the results. We 

greatly improved the accuracy of the angle estimation. As seen in the results, the estimation 

is more accurate in the larger block sizes; this is due to the fact that there are more samples 

and information to be analyzed in the spectrum domain.

5.6 M otion Estim ation in Blurred fram es Using Phase 

Correlation

Various translations and extents of motion blur were applied to frames to evaluate the 

displacement estimation. Examples of frames naturally degraded by blur are shown in 

Figure 5.7. Table 5.3 shows a few examples o f the type of tests we performed on 512x512 

patches of the Desert frame shown in Figure 5.1 and the performance of our algorithm, 

followed by Table 5.4 which shows the average results acquired from our experiments on 

several artificially blurred frames.
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Patch size Average error of the 

blur angle estimated 

by steerable filters

Average error of the 

blur angle estimated by 

our algorithm

512x512 3.77% 0.67%

256x256 3.78% 1.92%

128x128 4.79% 2.59%

Table 5.2: Comparison between the estimated angle and the corrected 

estimated angle in various patch sizes.

To compare our phase correlation algorithm with the phase-squared method presented in 

[21] we examined both algorithms in the presence of added noise. Gaussian and uniform 

noises were added to blurred and non-blurred frames and the motion vectors were calculated 

by both methods under the same conditions. The variety of frame patches examined is 

demonstrated in Figure 5.3. As seen in this figure, different patches o f the frame contain 

various textures and smooth areas; therefore, different patches o f the same frame would 

result in different amounts o f estimation error.
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Blur type 

of frame 

patch

Blur

length

Blur

angle

Error in motion vector 

estimation (x, y)

Error in blur 

angle 

estimation

Error in blur 

length 

estimation

No blur NA NA (0, 0) NA NA

Motion

blur

15 90 (0,0.5) 0 0

Motion

blur

15 135 (0.5, 0.5) 0 0.79

Motion

blur

10 0 (0.5, 0) 0 0

Out-of- 

focus blur

NA NA (0.5, 0) NA NA

Table 5.3: Example of tests performed on frame patches to test the performance of our phase

correlation algorithm
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Size Average error in motion 

vector estimation (x, y)

Average error in blur 

angle estimation

Average error in blur 

length estimation

512x512 (0,0) 0 1.76

256x256 (0. 0) 0 1.95

128x128 (0.75, 0.75) 0.10 2.85

64x64 (0.78, 0.78) 0.27 1.72

Table 5.4: Average performance of our phase correlation algorithm

The results o f the comparison are shown in Table 5.5. As seen in this table, our proposed 

algorithm shows much more accuracy than the phase-squared method; also, our experiments 

on patches similar to frames in Figure 5.6 show that unlike the phase-squared method, our 

algorithm shows high accuracy in patches with larger smooth areas. As discussed before, in 

general, as patches get smaller, the chance of phase correlation producing erroneous results 

gets larger. This is due to the fact that there would be too little information in the spectrum 

domain to process. The result would highly depend on the content of the frame patch. Image 

patches with more edges and detail produce more reliable results while patches with large 

smooth areas are prone to error.

As seen in Table 5.5, for this frame, both methods show very high accuracy for various

patches of size 512x512. But for patches o f size 256x256 and 128x128, the phase-squared

method shows very high error for some patches of the frame while our method is more

accurate. In the phase-squared method, the phase is squared with the assumption that there is

no added noise, but in fact the resilience of phase correlation to noise is reduced.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of some 256x256 blurred frames with added noise used in our experiments. 

Various patches have different amount of smooth areas and various textures.

We also added high amounts of noise to blurred frames in order to find the lowest PSNR in 

which our algorithm performs well. The results are shown in Table 5.7. The results show 

that our proposed algorithm performs well with very low PSNR values until it begins to fail.



(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f)

Figure 5.7: Examples of naturally blurred frames from video sequences used in our experiments.5

(a) Frame t which is a reference frame, (b) Frame t +  1, (c) Frame t +  2, (d) Patch from

frame t +  1, (e) Patch from frame t  + 2.

5 Images taken from "2012" the movie, 2009, Centropolis Entertainment (as Centropolis), Columbia Pictures (presents), The 
Mark Gordon Company, Farewell Productions, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. 8: Examples of naturally blurred frames from video sequences used in our experiments 

(a) Frame t ' which is a reference frame, (b) Frame t' + 1.

As it was shown in the results, the phase correlation algorithm was modified by our 

proposed algorithm for usage in frames degraded by blur. The algorithm is highly robust 

against noise as is expected from phase correlation and the overall results show that our 

results are more accurate than the results from the phase-squared method. The algorithm 

performs well in smaller patches o f frames and is therefore suitable for local motion 

estimation in the presence of blur.

To examine the algorithm in the presence of naturally blurred frames and real case 

scenarios, we gathered some video frames with motion blur and translation motion. Some 

examples of the examined frames are show in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. The average results 

are shown in Table 5.6.

Errors were calculated using the following equation:

Error  =  \x — xe \ (5.7)

When x  is the correct value and xe is the estimated value.
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Patch size Average error in motion 

estimation by the phase- 

squared method (x, y)

Average error in motion 

estimation by the 

proposed method (x, y)

512x512 (0.13,0.13) (0,0.12)

256x256 (31.34, 29.59) (2.90, 3.91)

128x128 (13.65, 14.64) (4.65, 5.12)

64x64 (9.57, 9.31) (7.32, 7.53)

Table 5.5: Comparison between the phase-squared algorithm and our algorithm

Size Average error in motion 

estimation by the proposed 

method (x, y)

(512,512) (1,2.5)

(256, 256) (1,0.5)

Table 5.6: Average performance of our proposed phase 

correlation algorithm.
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PSNR Average error in motion estimation by 

the proposed method (x, y)

17.04 (0.5, 0.5)

14.59 (0.5, 0.5)

10.11 (1.5, 1.5)

7.31 (1,1)

6.39 (0.5, 0.5)

6.25 (0.5, 0.5)

6.16 (20, 19.5)

6.12 (19, 97.5)

Table 5.7: Performance o f our phase correlation algorithm in frames with very low PSNRs.

It should be noted that to improve the results when selecting small patches from the frame, 

Gaussian window was applied to the patches. Applying a window would reduce the ringing 

effect in frequency domain which is increased when taking a patch of the frame [24]. The 

artifacts would be more severe when the patches get smaller; therefore, applying a window 

is necessary.

5.7 Bit-rate Calculation

In this section we evaluate the bit-rate reduction obtained from our blur compensation 

system. As described in Section 5.3, to evaluate the performance of the block-matching
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technique in the presence of blur artifacts, we added various extents o f blur degradation to 

several video sequences which previously contained no or low amounts of blur degradation. 

We set the experiment in the way that every blurred block was compared against the non

blurred blocks in the previous frame for a match and evaluated the performance of block- 

matching before and after the blurring was added to frames. The results are show in Table 

5.8. The results show that the percent of non-matched blocks is increased by a high amount 

and therefore, the number of intra-coded is increased; therefore, the compression ratio is 

decreased in frames degraded by blur artifacts and blur compensation is necessary to inter

code the blurred blocks.

Average percent of non-matched 

blocks/total number of blocks

Average percent of non-matched 

blocks/total number o f blocks after blur 

was added

14.69% 34.98%

Table 5.8: Performance o f the block-matching techniques in the presence o f added blur

degradation

After identifying the blur properties o f blurred macroblocks, we simulate the blur in the 

matching non-blurred macroblocks. We then encode the residual error between the blurred 

blocks and artificially-blurred blocks using entropy coding after being quantized and 

transferred to DCT domain. The information about the filters is encoded using our Huffman 

tables and the overall reduction in bit-rate is calculated. We used 8x8 blocks in our coding.
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Frames were captured by changing the depth of focus o f the camera level and making sure 

that the camera is without any movement. Our goal was to find a suitable mathematical 

model to simulate out-of-focus blur. We evaluated the results obtained from the general 

Gaussian distribution model and the pillbox model. We found the best possible amounts of 

PSNR achievable by our blur model using and iteration technique explained before. Our 

experiments showed that in all cases, our pillbox-based model achieves a higher PSNR in 

the simulated blur; therefore, we based our algorithm on the pillbox model.

Table 5.9 shows our results obtained from out-of-focus blur compensation using our 

modified Pillbox model on frames degraded by natural blur. Percent of reduction in bit-rate 

was calculated using the following equation:

R =  100 * ( l (5.8) 
V BnJ

When R is the percent o f reduction in the bit-rate, B is the bitrate before blur compensation 

and Bn is the new bitrate after blur compensation.

Average PSNR 

before blur 

compensation

Average PSNR after 

blur compensation

Reduction in bit rate

19.26 29.58 20.78%

Table 5.9: Bit-rate reduction by compensation of out-of-focus blur
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To compensate for motion blur, we followed the same procedure we used for out-of-focus 

blur. We identified the motion by using our phase correlation technique and obtained the 

angle from the motion assuming that the blurring pattern is translational. The blur length is 

obtained from the distance of the peaks resulting from phase correlation. Furthermore since 

blur length can be erroneous we iterate over a few neighboring lengths close to the obtained 

length to identify the most suitable length. The motion blur is then simulated based on the 

model in Equation (3.3). The residual error and filter properties are encoded similar to the 

case of out-of-focus blur explained before and the reduction in bit-rate is evaluated.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: The residual error before and after blur compensation 

(a) The residual error before motion blur compensation, (b) The residual error after motion blur

The results obtained from the artificial and natural data are shown in Table 5.10 and Table

5.11 respectively. The highest reduction in bit-rate for natural motion blur in our

experiments was 11.11%. The natural data is obtained from video sequences. To analyze our
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blur compensation algorithm on artificial data, we applied global translational blur and 

global displacement to test images. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the residual errors between and 

after motion blur compensation in a test image; brighter pixels represent larger errors. It is 

seen that most of the error is caused around the edges in the image and the error is reduced 

by blur compensation. The bit reduction is higher in larger macroblocks due to the better 

performance of our phase correlation algorithm in larger macroblocks. In the real case 

scenarios, the motions are commonly more complex than simple translational motions. Both 

camera and object motions include complex motions such as rotation and changes in scale 

which result in rotational and scaling patterns of blur degradation. Our current system is 

unable to compensate for these types o f motions and blur degradations; therefore, the overall 

performance of our motion blur compensation is lower than the performance of our out-of- 

focus blur compensation since the tested videos contain a great amount o f complex motions.

Size Average PSNR 

before blur 

compensation

Average PSNR after blur 

compensation

Average 

reduction in bit 

rate

512x512 24.42 48.05 54.53%

256x256 24.46 43.57 40.75%

128x128 24.04 36.83 27.92%

64x64 19.40 21.19 10.43%

Table 5.10: Bit-rate reduction by compensation o f motion blur in images degraded by artificial

motion blur
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Average PSNR 

before blur 

compensation

Average PSNR after 

blur compensation

Reduction in bit rate

28.99 31.42 4.99%

Table 5.11: Bit-rate reduction by compensation o f motion blur
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Concluding Rem arks

The main objective of the research presented in this thesis was to improve the video 

compression ratio in the video frames degraded by blurring artifacts. Current compression 

techniques are unable to compensate for the reduction in compression ratio caused by blur 

degradation. This is due to the fact that in the presence of blur, the predicted block cannot be 

accurately reconstructed from the reference block using motion vectors. We also showed 

that the block-matching motion estimation technique and the phase correlation technique are 

not resilient to blurring artifacts; therefore, the number o f blocks predicted from the 

reference blocks is reduced. In this research we presented a novel approach to blur 

compensation. In this approach, areas o f the video frames degraded by blur are identified 

using the blur detection techniques such as DCT-based techniques. We presented a novel
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algorithm to detect the two main types of blur: motion blur and out-of-focus blur. The PSF 

of the blur degradation is then estimated using the blur identification techniques. We 

presented an algorithm to improve the accuracy of the identified angle estimated by current 

blur identification techniques. We have proposed a novel algorithm to modify the phase 

correlation technique for usage in video frames degraded by blur and showed the 

effectiveness and high accuracy of the proposed algorithm. We showed that using phase 

correlation we can estimate the length and angle of a linear motion blur and recreate the blur 

using the current blur model. We also showed that we can recreate out-of-focus blur 

degradations by the Pillbox-based model and using an iterative technique. We evaluated our 

algorithms on frames degraded by natural and artificial blurring artifacts. Our results show 

the effectiveness and great potential of the proposed blur compensation technique. We also 

highlighted the current limitations of the algorithm in different scenarios o f motion and blur 

degradation.

6.2 Discussion on Potential Future Research Directions

We currently use an iterative process to obtain some of the blurring values (radius of the 

out-of-focus blur and the length of the motion blur) which result in the highest PSNR; 

developing faster methods for this purpose would be beneficial. As discussed before, one of 

the shortcomings of our current system is to compensate for some of the blurring and motion 

types. Compensation of rotational and scaling blur types would greatly improve the 

performance of the blur compensation system. As discussed before, phase correlation can be 

modified to estimate the rotational and scaling motions in non-blurred frames; therefore,
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analyzing the effects of blur degradation on these techniques could be the first step to 

analyze the rotational and scaling blur types; also, the current motion blur model is unable to 

model the translational and scaling blur degradations; therefore, developing a model to 

accurately compensate these types of blur is beneficial. We discussed that current blur 

detection techniques are unable to accurately distinguish between the blurred and smooth 

areas of the frame. Doing so would be very beneficial in blur analysis as we currently have a 

DCT based method under development which shows great promise for future work.
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